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Context and purpose
▪

Current working conditions potentially introduce a heightened level of data entry risk. Our companies all
rely on processes and controls in place to maintain operations and quality.

▪

Gemini has existing functionality to help Shippers prevent bidding errors.

▪

Previous Manifest Error discussions at TWG concluded that there was already sufficient preventative
measures available (as above). There was insufficient industry appetite to explore additional measures.

▪

However, the August invoices contained:

▪

•

an adjustment made following a query raised relating to an error made in March

•

an element of the Capacity charge that is subject to an on-going query raised by a Shipper in August

The purpose of this session is to:
•

highlight the importance of entering correct capacity auctions data

•

clarify the consequences and process to follow, should an issue occur

•

reiterate the need to use Gemini parameters to mitigate the risk of issues
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Importance of entering correct capacity auctions data
▪

▪

If bids are entered incorrectly (price / quantity):
▪

The amount of capacity allocated across multiple auction participants may be impacted

▪

The revenue generated and fed into neutrality calculations may also be impacted

▪

Overrun charges may be incorrect for other auction participants

Gemini will automatically process the bids entered provided the data meets system parameters
▪

▪

It is not NG’s responsibility to check bids as such GNCC do not validate or check bids prior to processing
for reasons of practicality and commerciality
▪

▪

These parameters are wide and do not provide a safety net

Many bids at multiple locations are processed daily (within hourly 15m windows as required by UNC) and Shippers are at
liberty to take a competitive pricing position, based on their strategy

It is each Shipper’s responsibility to enter data correctly and check this ahead of submitting bids
▪

A “Modify / Withdraw” pop-up window appears with the key information, specifically to prompt a review and allow changes
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What happens when a Shipper identifies an issue?
▪

If data is entered incorrectly and spotted prior to the bid window closing, use the “Modify/Withdraw” prompt to
make any amendments
▪

▪

If system problems are encountered in doing this, contact GNCC immediately.

If the issue is discovered after the bid window closes, or on receipt of the invoice, please contact
capacityauctions.box@nationalgrid.com asap
▪

Include the specifics of the incident such as the cause of the issue, and flag (with rationale) if this is to be raised as a dispute.

▪

A “pay now / dispute later” principle applies to Daily NTS Entry Capacity – the invoice will need to be settled in full
and on time

▪

On receipt of a dispute request, we will investigate the specific circumstances of the case and consult internally

▪

In the unlikely event that a repayment is authorised
▪

The process is complex and lengthy, needing to rework neutrality calculations, multiple participants’ positions, overrun charges etc

▪

Invoice adjustments may be necessary which are also time-consuming to process and impact multiple parties
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Gemini Validation
Parameters
For capacity auctions
data entry

Gemini shipper/user preferences - summary
Functionality is available in Gemini that allows users to set validation parameters against certain criteria for
Long Term Application Requests and Short Term Auctions at NTS Entry and Exit Points.
•

In Gemini (Entry) this is referred to as Shipper Preferences
•

•

Home > Deal > Capture > Setup Shipper Preferences

In Gemini Exit this is referred to as User Preferences
•

Home > Deal > Capture > Setup User Preferences
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Gemini shipper/user preferences – overview
▪

Preferences can be set up for each Product,
Method of Sale (MoS), Location, and for each
individual Validation Parameter.

▪

Validation Parameters include Capacity, Price
and Value (depending on the Method of Sale
selected).

▪

Adding validation for a product/MoS requires
users to add separate validation parameters for
price, capacity and value individually but multiple
locations can be selected to save time.

▪

Upper and Lower Limits can be set with the
validation applying to: Upper, Lower or Both.
This will be displayed as Validation On.

▪

Validation Parameters can be modified or
queried at any time once set up.
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Gemini shipper/user preferences – process
•

To set up Validation Parameters follow these steps -

•

Product – select this to pre-populate the Location, MoS and Validation Parameters, then select:

•

Location – you can select a single location or multiple locations;

•

Method of Sale – select an MoS e.g. for Exit DADNEX for Entry DADSEC;

•

Validation Parameter – select a validation parameter (lists parameters that can be modified for this
particular MoS, these include Price, Capacity and Value (£ value = Price x Capacity)).

•

Query – displays the validation already associated with the Product/MoS/Location(s). If no validation is
present you can Add. If validation is present you can Add and/or Modify parameters.

•

Add – click on this to display the Validation Parameter e.g. Price. Set the Upper and Lower Limits by
typing in the boxes by first selecting Validation On for either Upper/Lower/Both. Please note that you
may need to click on Query again to display the parameters if they are not showing.

•

Modify – allows you to modify each aspect of the validation parameter selected.

•

Save – saves the parameters that have been added or modified.
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Gemini shipper/user preferences - in use
Once validation parameters have been set up for each
Product/MoS/Location, the system will start to validate any requests
made when placing values against these products.
Remember - ensure that Validation Parameters are set up for each
Product that you want to use.
When set up, if your request contravenes any of the validation
parameters then the system will automatically generate a message.
You will then have a choice of either cancelling or proceeding with
the request by overriding the message.

Further training and reading
The Gemini e-learning module explains how to set parameters – here.
Chapter 3 of the External System User Guidelines explains the process.
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Setting up Gemini
Validation
Parameters –
a step by step guide
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Shipper Preferences – setting up validation

BA (not shown here),
Abbreviated BA Name
and BA Name all prepopulate automatically
or can be selected
according to your
holdings.
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Shipper Preferences – setting up validation

Multiple Locations
can be selected.
Validation Parameters
differ depending on the
MoS selected.

Click on Query then on
Add to display the
parameters. Note – if
the parameters do not
show after click ing on
Add, you may need to
click on Query again.
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Shipper Preferences – setting up validation

Select Validation On
before editing values.
Choose Upper,
Lower or Both.
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Shipper Preferences – setting up validation

Don’t forget to
Save.
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Shipper Preferences – setting up validation

You can Add or
Modify your
validation
parameters at any
time.
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